
Grade 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Step 1 $34,064 $34,064 $35,191 $37,112 $39,150 $41,258 $43,550 $45,909 $48,419

$16.38 $16.38 $16.92 $17.84 $18.82 $19.84 $20.94 $22.07 $23.28

2 $34,064 $34,334 $36,246 $38,227 $40,320 $42,496 $44,852 $47,287 $49,872

$16.38 $16.51 $17.43 $18.38 $19.38 $20.43 $21.56 $22.73 $23.98

3 $34,064 $35,362 $37,331 $39,372 $41,535 $43,771 $46,199 $48,703 $51,365

$16.38 $17.00 $17.95 $18.93 $19.97 $21.04 $22.21 $23.41 $24.69

4 $34,559 $36,427 $38,449 $40,559 $42,778 $45,083 $47,587 $50,167 $52,907

$16.61 $17.51 $18.49 $19.50 $20.57 $21.67 $22.88 $24.12 $25.44

5 $35,596 $37,518 $39,602 $41,770 $44,064 $46,434 $49,015 $51,673 $54,497

$17.11 $18.04 $19.04 $20.08 $21.18 $22.32 $23.56 $24.84 $26.20

6 $36,660 $38,644 $40,792 $43,025 $45,383 $47,829 $50,484 $53,222 $56,129

$17.63 $18.58 $19.61 $20.69 $21.82 $22.99 $24.27 $25.59 $26.99

7 $37,761 $39,799 $42,014 $44,316 $46,745 $49,265 $51,997 $54,819 $57,815

$18.15 $19.13 $20.20 $21.31 $22.47 $23.69 $25.00 $26.36 $27.80

8 $38,894 $40,993 $43,279 $45,647 $48,146 $50,739 $53,557 $56,465 $59,548

$18.70 $19.71 $20.81 $21.95 $23.15 $24.39 $25.75 $27.15 $28.63

9 $40,062 $42,226 $44,572 $47,014 $49,594 $52,264 $55,165 $58,158 $61,333

$19.26 $20.30 $21.43 $22.60 $23.84 $25.13 $26.52 $27.96 $29.49

10 $41,262 $43,492 $45,909 $48,425 $51,080 $53,834 $56,819 $59,905 $63,178

$19.84 $20.91 $22.07 $23.28 $24.56 $25.88 $27.32 $28.80 $30.37

11 $42,501 $44,799 $47,288 $49,877 $52,610 $55,445 $58,524 $61,698 $65,070

$20.43 $21.54 $22.73 $23.98 $25.29 $26.66 $28.14 $29.66 $31.28

12 $43,778 $46,143 $48,704 $51,373 $54,190 $57,112 $60,281 $63,553 $67,026

$21.05 $22.18 $23.42 $24.70 $26.05 $27.46 $28.98 $30.55 $32.22

13 $45,090 $47,528 $50,167 $52,914 $55,816 $58,824 $62,088 $65,459 $69,035

$21.68 $22.85 $24.12 $25.44 $26.83 $28.28 $29.85 $31.47 $33.19

14 $46,443 $48,954 $51,673 $54,505 $57,494 $60,586 $63,954 $67,424 $71,105

$22.33 $23.54 $24.84 $26.20 $27.64 $29.13 $30.75 $32.42 $34.19

15 $47,839 $50,422 $53,223 $56,138 $59,217 $62,404 $65,871 $69,447 $73,239

$23.00 $24.24 $25.59 $26.99 $28.47 $30.00 $31.67 $33.39 $35.21

16 $49,274 $51,935 $54,820 $57,823 $60,996 $64,277 $67,845 $71,529 $75,435

$23.69 $24.97 $26.36 $27.80 $29.33 $30.90 $32.62 $34.39 $36.27

17 $50,753 $53,494 $56,465 $59,557 $62,826 $66,207 $69,879 $73,673 $77,699

$24.40 $25.72 $27.15 $28.63 $30.20 $31.83 $33.60 $35.42 $37.36
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Grade 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Step 1 $51,073 $53,870 $56,816 $59,939 $63,214 $66,669 $70,338 $74,157

$24.55 $25.90 $27.32 $28.82 $30.39 $32.05 $33.82 $35.65

2 $52,605 $55,484 $58,518 $61,739 $65,111 $68,669 $72,446 $76,378

$25.29 $26.68 $28.13 $29.68 $31.30 $33.01 $34.83 $36.72

3 $54,181 $57,153 $60,277 $63,594 $67,061 $70,726 $74,622 $78,670

$26.05 $27.48 $28.98 $30.57 $32.24 $34.00 $35.88 $37.82

4 $55,807 $58,866 $62,083 $65,500 $69,074 $72,846 $76,858 $81,030

$26.83 $28.30 $29.85 $31.49 $33.21 $35.02 $36.95 $38.96

5 $57,481 $60,634 $63,947 $67,464 $71,147 $75,032 $79,166 $83,461

$27.64 $29.15 $30.74 $32.43 $34.21 $36.07 $38.06 $40.13

6 $59,207 $62,453 $65,868 $69,489 $73,279 $77,286 $81,541 $85,966

$28.46 $30.03 $31.67 $33.41 $35.23 $37.16 $39.20 $41.33

7 $60,984 $64,327 $67,842 $71,572 $75,480 $79,604 $83,987 $88,544

$29.32 $30.93 $32.62 $34.41 $36.29 $38.27 $40.38 $42.57

8 $62,811 $66,253 $69,876 $73,721 $77,745 $81,994 $86,508 $91,201

$30.20 $31.85 $33.59 $35.44 $37.38 $39.42 $41.59 $43.85

9 $64,698 $68,242 $71,974 $75,934 $80,078 $84,449 $89,100 $93,936

$31.10 $32.81 $34.60 $36.51 $38.50 $40.60 $42.84 $45.16

10 $66,637 $70,289 $74,131 $78,209 $82,479 $86,983 $91,777 $96,753

$32.04 $33.79 $35.64 $37.60 $39.65 $41.82 $44.12 $46.52

11 $68,638 $72,399 $76,352 $80,558 $84,954 $89,591 $94,530 $99,660

$33.00 $34.81 $36.71 $38.73 $40.84 $43.07 $45.45 $47.91

12 $70,696 $74,569 $78,647 $82,973 $87,503 $92,281 $97,366 $102,646

$33.99 $35.85 $37.81 $39.89 $42.07 $44.37 $46.81 $49.35

13 $72,816 $76,804 $81,005 $85,464 $90,127 $95,049 $100,288 $105,727

$35.01 $36.93 $38.94 $41.09 $43.33 $45.70 $48.22 $50.83

14 $75,001 $79,110 $83,437 $88,026 $92,831 $97,902 $103,296 $108,896

$36.06 $38.03 $40.11 $42.32 $44.63 $47.07 $49.66 $52.35

15 $77,252 $81,484 $85,940 $90,667 $95,615 $100,836 $106,396 $112,166

$37.14 $39.18 $41.32 $43.59 $45.97 $48.48 $51.15 $53.93

16 $79,567 $83,927 $88,520 $93,386 $98,484 $103,863 $109,587 $115,530

$38.25 $40.35 $42.56 $44.90 $47.35 $49.93 $52.69 $55.54

17 $81,954 $86,443 $91,175 $96,189 $101,438 $106,978 $112,874 $118,995

$39.40 $41.56 $43.83 $46.24 $48.77 $51.43 $54.27 $57.21
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